

Salt Air	Gray whales spend nearly all of their time near the shoreline, so they are one the most commonly viewed whales. They top out at 25-30 tonnes and 15m in length. But despite their bulk, a puff of vapor a hundred meters from a bluff overlooking the Pacific is all most people will see of them.

Arctic	The icy waters of the Bering Sea: This is where the gray whales spend the most of the summer and fall, partaking in a round the clock feast. The tiny invertebrates that make up the gray’s diet feed on nutrients of the ocean that are stoked by Arctic sunlight. The whales dive to the bottom where they roll to one side and suck up a mouthful of seafloor. They use their tongues to press the water and mud out through their baleen filters and swallow the prey. Day and night from June through October, they will put on some 3000-6000kg of fat stores. 

Southbound     In mid-October the sun and food supply are diminishing, and pregnant females have a fetus within that tells them it is time to begin the 10,000km trip to the birthing lagoons of Baja California. Males, juveniles and non-pregnant females follow around mid-November. It is a non-stop voyage that will take the loose fleet of grays two months to complete. By resting only one hemisphere of their brain at a time they are able to swim while sleeping. Instead of stopping to eat they burn about 23kg of fat stores per day.

Whale Mate      Half of the females trekking to Baja are pregnant, the other half are going there to mate. Both sexes will mate more than once, sometimes one on one, other times in groups of ten or more.  If you can imagine the thrashing of beasts this size you will understand why no one has gotten close enough to study their mating in detail. 

Weightless	The whales left the icy Arctic and have swum all this way for the warmer waters of Baja. The newborns will need the warmth because their blubber is not fully developed. Males, juveniles and newly mated females will rest in and near coastal lagoons for a month; new moms will stay for three months. Their neutral buoyancy allows them to hang in the water with little effort.

Mother & Calf	A gray whale calf is completely dependent on mom and sticks by her side. Mother’s incredibly fat-rich milk is the only thing on the menu, and her calf will triple its birthweight to about 3300kg in the first two months of life. That is a gain of 1.5kg per hour. In places like Laguna San Ignacio mother and calf pairs are famous for their friendly interactions with whale watchers in small boats. 

Northbound	The grays begin the slow march north in two separate pulses. The males leave first, around mid-February. Moms need to wait until their calves are fit enough to make the journey, about mid-April. It has now been six months since mother has eaten, and she will still be nursing her calf, all while swimming the 10,000km north. 

Chase	Orcas are among the only natural predators of gray whales. They are pack hunters and try to drown the vulnerable calves by swimming on top of them. In defense mother will try to move to shallow water or swim underneath her baby and support it out of the orca’s reach. Mortality from killer whales can be as high as 35% of the calves.

Unimak Pass		This is the last leg of the gray’s 20,000km adventure, the longest migration of any mammalian population. Unimak Pass is a pinch-point along the chain of Aleutian Islands through which all of the grays will pass, and another place where killer whales lie in waiting. It is a time of danger, but also of great anticipation. 

Delisted and Breaching About It	The whaling industry discovered the Baja lagoons in the mid-1800s, and in only (xx) years gray whales were on the brink of extinction. Grays finally gained international protection and were able to stage a comeback. A rare success story, their numbers had recovered enough for the gray whale population of the Eastern Pacific Ocean to be delisted as an endangered species in 1994. Breaching is when a whale jumps out of the water and lands on its side with a great splash. They do it just for fun!

Song of the Gray Whale	Gray whales don’t “sing” in the way we typically think of whale songs. Their vocalizations are mostly pops, clicks, grunts and moans. But that doesn’t make them any less beautiful or their lives any less poignant. Here is my offering as the song of the gray whale. . .
			
